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PRESSURE-ASSISTED MOLECULAR

goal is by inactivation of nucleases, proteases, lipases, and

RECOVERY (PAMR) OF BIOMOLECULES,

saccharidases that cause cells and tissues to “self-destruct”
after death or excision.

PRESSURE-ASSISTED ANTIGEN RETRIEVAL

Attempts have been made to develop ?xatives that better

(PAAR), AND PRESSURE-ASSISTED TISSUE

preserve tissue for genomic and proteomic analysis, but they

HISTOLOGY (PATH)

are not Widely used. Thus, most tissue archives consist of

specimens that have been ?xed With formaldehyde, dehy
drated, and embedded in para?in Wax. Although formalde

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

hyde reaction chemistry has been Widely investigated, little
attention has been given to studying the processes of dehy
dration and para?in embedding that folloW ?xation, but pre
cede microscopic examination. The understanding of the

This claims the bene?t of US. Provisional Application No.

61/1 19,634, ?led Dec. 3, 2008, Which is incorporated herein
in its entirety.

chemical processes that occur When tissue is prepared for

microscopic examination is thus incomplete, Which has frus
trated the development of methods by Which this process
could be suf?ciently reversed to yield macromolecules suit
able for molecular analysis, such as proteomic analysis.
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basic amino acids, such as lysine and glutamine, and through
the formation of methylol adducts With these basic amino
acids. Both intra-molecular and inter-molecular cross-links
are formed. These cross-links preserve protein secondary

FIELD

structure While destroying enZyme activity by forming active
site adducts, Which prevent enZyme conformational changes

Methods are disclosed to reverse chemical cross-links and

hyde, so that biological molecules can be more reliably iso

and inhibit diffusion of both enZyme and substrate through
the cellular matrix. Formaldehyde reacts With uncharged

lated from, or identi?ed in, ?xed tissue specimens. The bio
logical molecules may be proteins or nucleic acids isolated

highly reactive methylol compounds by the reaction:

adducts induced by cross-linking ?xatives, such as formalde

25

amino groups (such as the e-amino group of Lys) to form

for use in proteomic or genomic studies. This method can also

be used to identify antigens and enZymes in ?xed tissue

30

specimens that are subjected to immunohistochemical or

pounds condense With amide, phenol, indole, and imidaZole

enZyme histochemical studies. Reversal of ?xation-induced

side chains to form methylene bridges that cross-link
polypeptide chains by reactions such as:

cross-linking permits patterns of gene expression and chro
mosomal alterations to be reliably determined in archived

tissue samples, for example When performing proteomic

Under suitable steric conditions, the reactive methylol com

35

studies related to development and progression of diseases

RiNH4CH24OH+NH24COiK HRiNHi
CH2iNHiCOiR'+H2O

These reactions have discouraged investigators from using
FFPE archival tissues for proteomic analysis. TWo-dimen

such as cancer.

sional (2-D) gel electrophoresis requires that protein mol

BACKGROUND
40

The molecular pathogenesis of cancer and other diseases is
related to genetic changes, such as mutation or altered gene

Weight during electrophoresis. Furthermore, 2-D separation

expression. For example, genetic changes in tumors can be
correlated to cancer metastasis, treatment outcome, and sur

vival using modern high-throughput molecular biologic and
proteomic methods. This biological information permits the
development and selection of therapeutic agents targeted to

45
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Which intact mRNA and protein is easily extracted. HoWever,
for cancers that have a longer clinical course (such as breast

and prostate cancer) many years may elapse betWeen initial
diagnosis or treatment and the appearance of metastases. In

these instances, clinical correlations are obtained using for

malin-?xed paraf?n-embedded (FFPE) tissues. Unfortu
nately, analysis of rare mRNA transcripts by RT-PCR from
FFPE tissue is currently unreliable. Large-scale multiplex
techniques (such as proteomic analysis, serial analysis of
gene expression, and gene chip methods) using FFPE tissue

requires protein ioniZation for successful isoelectric focus
ing. The formation of either methylol adducts or methylene
cross-links neutraliZes basic amines, Which signi?cantly per
turbs the isoelectric focusing step.
Another unWanted effect of formaldehyde ?xation is a
reduction of immunohistochemical reactivity in tissue sec
tions. This loss of reactivity is believed to arise from chemical

speci?c molecular alterations in the tumor. When the clinical
course is short, as in pancreatic cancer, the molecular infor
mation can be obtained using fresh or froZen tissue from

ecules not “stick” to each other, because they must be solu
biliZed to be loaded on the gel and separated by molecular

55

epitope modi?cation and the inability of antibodies to diffuse
into the cross-linked tissue. These effects may be partially
reversed by exposure of ?xed tissue sections to high tempera
tures for short periods of time in the presence of aqueous salt
or protein denaturant solutions. Shi et al. (J. Hislochem.

Cylochem. 39:741-748, 1991) have demonstrated that heat
treatment can improve retrieval of antigens masked by for
malin ?xation and that optimal results are correlated With the
product of the heating temperature and the time of heat treat

ment (CAP Today 9:116-123, 1995).
60

The pH of the antigen retrieval (AR) solution has also been

have therefore been unreliable.

found to play a role in staining patterns of ?xed tissue. Three

Most archival tissues have been “?xed” by soaking them in
a solution of 3.7% (W/v) formaldehyde, dehydrating them
through a series of Water/alcohol solutions and xylene, and
then embedding them in paraf?n Wax. This procedure facili

distinct staining patterns have been identi?ed: (a) optimal
staining at loW and high pH; (b) optimal staining correlated

tates morphologic examination by preserving cellular integ
rity. The major method by Which formaldehyde achieves this

With increasing pH; and (c) optimal staining independent of
65

pH (Shi et al., J. Hislochem. Cytochem. 43: 193-201, 1995).A
variety of salt and protein denaturant solutions have been
employed for AR; hoWever, no single chemical component

US 8,288,122 B2
3

4

has been shown to be universally required or optimal for

tissue in proteomics, genomics, glycomics, and clinical
pathology. The method also helps restore the antigenicity of
antigen targets in the tissue specimen.
The rate-limiting step in tissue histology processing is the

antigen unmasking (Shi et al., J. Hislochem. Cylochem.

451327-343, 1997).
Shi et al. (J. Hislochem. Cytochem. 401787-792, 1992)
have also proposed that the unwanted modi?cation of protein
structure by formalin is reversed by treatment with an antigen

slow perfusion of solvents into the tissues. This is particularly
true for the initial ?xation step, which most commonly

retrieval (AR) buffer at room temperature.
Processing tissue for histological examination is time con

involves formaldehyde cross-linking.

suming, often requiring up to 24 hours to complete. This

hydrostatic pressure to increase the rate of perfusion of sol

processing period delays the examination of tissue biopsies

vent into tissues during processing of tissue for histological

A method is therefore also disclosed that uses elevated

examination. In some examples, the method includes placing

by pathologists. In the case of surgical pathology, a surgeon
may be waiting for a diagnosis to decide how to proceed, and
this delay is costly and can cause harm to the patient. To avoid
this problem, rapidly prepared froZen tissue sections are used
in surgical pathology, however, such tissue sections lack the
anatomic detail of conventional FFPE tissue sections.
Others have recogniZed the need to shorten the time

tissue in a tissue ?xative under elevated pressure for a su?i

cient period of time to increase the perfusion of the ?xative
into the tissue, dehydrating the tissue by exposing to a sequen
tial series of dehydrating solvents under the elevated pressure,
and perfusing embedding medium into the tissue under the
elevated pressure. In particular examples, the elevated pres

required for tissue processing, but they have made only mod

sure is at least 1000 psi (for example, at least 5000 psi, or at

est improvements in the conventional methods. To accelerate

least 10,000 psi, such as 10,000-100,000 psi). In further
examples, the temperature is about 24-100° C. (for example,
about 60° C., 80° C., or 100° C.) and the elevatedpressure and
temperature is maintained for at least about 15 minutes (such

tissue processing, US. Pat. Nos. 4,656,047, 4,839,194, and
5,244,787 use microwave energy; US. Pat. Nos. 3,961,097
and 5,089,288 use ultrasonic energy; and US. Pat. No. 5,023,
187 uses infrared energy. US. Patent Publication 2008/
0153127 discloses a method of rapid ?xation of tissue speci
mens at a temperature of 30-65° C. under sub-atmospheric
pressure.
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as at least 1 hour, at least 2 hours, for example, about 15
minutes to 5 hours). In additional embodiments, the elevated
25

pressure is applied for two or more cycles, where one cycle is
a period of time at elevated pressure (for example, at least

about 30 seconds, about 60 seconds, about 90 seconds, about
SUMMARY OF THE DISCLOSURE

Although formaldehyde adducts and cross-linkages asso

30

ciated with proteins and nucleic acid bases are reversed in

2 minutes or more) followed by a period of time at ambient
pressure (such as at least about 15 seconds, about 20 seconds,
about 25 seconds, about 30 seconds, about 40 seconds, about
50 seconds, about 60 seconds, or more). Rapid solvent per

water, subsequent exposure to ethanol (the second step in

fusion permits rapid tissue histological examination without

tissue ?xation) drastically reduces the ability to reverse these
formaldehyde modi?cations (Fowler et al., Laboratory Inves

the deleterious effects caused by the use of ultrasonic radia
tion or the examination of fresh-froZen tissue.

tigation 871836-846, 2007, incorporated herein in its
entirety). Exposure to ethanol leads to dehydration ofbiologi
cal molecules and their subsequent aggregation through
hydrophobic contacts (Rait et. al, J. Hislochem Cylochem.
541301 -3 10, 2006). In the aggregated state, unreacted methy

35

lol adducts can lead to additional intermolecular cross-link

40

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a digital image of a pressure apparatus suitable for

pressure-assisted molecular recovery (PAMR). The device is
a high-pressure generator that uses a manually operated pis

ing. The inventors have determined that a major impediment

ton screw pump to compress a liquid in a small-bore cylinder

to formaldehyde adduct reversal in FFPE tissue is the re

to generate pressures up to 75,000 psi. FIG. 1A shows a piston
screw pump, pressure gauge, suspension liquid reservoir, and
liquid inlet and shut-off valve. FIG. 1B shows a cylindrical
specimen cylinder with end caps (3 mm id><30 mm length), a

hydration of these highly cross-linked molecular aggregates.
Incubation of FFPE tissue at high temperatures can facilitate

this re-hydration, but at the expense of thermally-induced

45

molecular degradation.
The methods disclosed herein address this problem by
exposing deparaf?niZed ?xed tissue specimens to elevated
temperature and pressure, but using lower elevated tempera
tures than would otherwise be required to induce the hydra

temperature collar surrounding the specimen cylinder, and an
electronic temperature controller capable of heating the tissue
suspension at temperatures from 24 to 120° C.
FIG. 2 is a series of digital images demonstrating the for
50

tion of the cross-linked molecular aggregates that result from
tissue ?xation. In some examples, the method includes
hydrating a ?xed tissue specimen in a liquid, applying
elevated temperature and pressure for a suf?cient period of
time to reverse at least a portion of cross-links in the tissue

of lysoZyme (150 mg/ml) immediately after mixing with a
equal volume of 20% formalin in an open-ended plastic
syringe (FIG. 2A); the mixture after 24 hours of ?xation (FIG.
55

specimen, wherein the pressure is at least 1000 psi and recov

ering biological molecules for further puri?cation and/or
characterization. In particular examples, the pressure is at
least 1000 psi (for example, at least 5000 psi, or at least
10,000 psi, such as 10,000-100,000 psi), the temperature is
about 60-100° C. (for example, about 60° C., 80° C., or 1000

mation of a ?xed tissue surrogate specimen using the protein
hen egg white lysoZyme. The photographs depict the solution

2B); the lysoZyme tissue surrogate extruded from the syringe
(FIG. 2C); the tissue surrogate after processing through a
graded series of alcohols (FIG. 2D); the tissue surrogate after
processing in xylene (FIG. 2E); the tissue surrogate after

incubation overnight in hot liquid paraf?n (FIG. 2F);

ecules without the deleterious effects of high temperature

lysoZyme tissue surrogates after embedding in a paraf?n
block for sectioning by a microtome (FIG. 2G); and a pair of
lysoZyme tissue surrogates after 50-micron sectioning and
mounting on a glass slide (FIG. 2H).
FIG. 3 is a digital image showing SDS-polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis pro?les of lysoZyme before and after pres sure
assisted molecular recovery (PAMR) treatment1 (lane M) pro

treatment. This method in turn facilitates the use of FFPE

tein molecular weight ladder, (lane 1) native lysoZyme in 20

60

C.) and the time is at least about 15 minutes (such as at least
30 minutes, at least 1 hour, at least 2 hours, for example, about
15 minutes to 24 hours). This method results in the reversal of

formaldehyde adducts and cross-linkages in biological mol

65

